SHOWING
THEIR

Seniors Jimmy Reyes,
JP Northcutt, Isabel
Lerman, Pedro Najar,
Matan Bos Orent, Emma
Baumgardner, Maribel
Alverson. Photo by
Madison Olsen.
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Despite a Harvey-induced delay, the annual Austin PRIDE parade, scheduled for
Aug. 26, marched through downtown in an array of colors on Sept. 30. Thousands
showed up to watch and march in the parade. Photo by Mariana Torres DeLine.

1. DISCUSSING POLITICS: During an
earnest discussion on Sept. 27, Spectrum
members talk about recent and important
topics concerning the political climate.
Each member brings different opinions and
strong ideas to the table. The meetings can
get exciting and passionate, creating an
open environment to share their opinions. “I
enjoy the in-depth conversations about the
daily topics we have,” sophomore Madison
Mills said. “I also love the open air, and the
judgment-free space the club creates.”
Photo by Renee Ziegler.
2. DISCUSSING NEWS: Sharing stories on
Nov. 1, club members surround sophomore
Sami Gade, who shares a story about her
Halloween night. Senior club members
Asher Ethridge and Nico Leuba Jones listen
as Gade talks. Even though the topics can
get serious, the club likes to have a good
time. “Some of the people I consider my best
friends are people I met through Spectrum,”
Gade said. Photo by Abby Robison.
3. SAFE SPACE: The officers of Spectrum
start off the meeting on Sept. 20 with a
introduction and an icebreaker. Each club
member got to know each other by stating
their names and preferred pronouns.
Because of the easygoing atmosphere,
the turnout differs from week to week. “I
ended up loving the club, and its inclusive
atmosphere,” sophomore Ella Thornhill said,
“so I ended up regularly going and bringing
my friends.” Photo by Abby Robison.
4. IN THE LOOP: Senior Spectrum club
member Nico Leuba Jones talks on Nov. 1
about a new club at McCallum that Spectrum
members may be interested in joining.
Students in Spectrum often participate
in other organizations such as the Social
Justice Club. “Spectrum is important to me
because it brought me a lot of friends that I
wouldn’t have made otherwise,” sophomore
club member Meiriona Maddy said. “It’s
always nice to know that there’s people
there for you.” Photo by Ella Irwin.
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Spectrum is an inclusive
club at McCallum, one that is
an accepting and welcoming
safe haven for many
students. Students gather on
Wednesdays during lunch
in Ms. Griswold’s classroom
to discuss current political
topics and to share their own
stories and ideas. Students
who identify as or support the
LGBTQ+ community all come
together and express their
views and opinions.
“Spectrum is important to
me because it’s a place where
I can go to open up about
how I feel,” said sophomore
Cass Willard, a member of the
spectrum club.
The club has made some
changes this year under the
leadership of a new sponsor,
Ms. Griswold, who took great

interest in the group while a firstyear teacher a year ago.
“This is really a place where
people can give themselves
full permission to express
themselves and express their
sexuality and discuss their
sexual identity,” said Griswold.
Spectrum serves as an
important part of many of the
members’ lives.
“I joined Spectrum my
freshman year,” sophomore
Madison Mills said. “I had just
come out as gay that summer
and being at a new school I
wanted to express myself as
freely as possible.”
Spectrum works hard
to insure that no one feels
excluded or alone. The club
members all understand that
the commitment to inclusion
is essential in order for the

Spectrum encourages
diversity and acceptance

club to create its accepting
environment.
“Maybe it is because
many of us have struggled
with being excluded for our
sexuality and/or gender, or
maybe [it’s because] they
were all born kind,” said
sophomore Sami Gade, a twoyear member. “But everybody
in there is just so welcoming
and accepting, no matter who
you are.”
Spectrum stresses
embracing others for who they
are. While the Spectrum club
focuses mainly on LGBTQ+
rights and topics, the club
helps members who might
need support from their peers.
“We are a safe space, so if
someone doesn’t feel like they
are in a good state of mind, we
have open arms and are willing

to help,” Mills said.
Spectrum’s main priority is
to have everyone feel safe and
able to ask questions.
“Just like all students, you
are coming of age at this
time, and I think that it can
sometimes be complicated
if you are asking questions
about your gender identity or
your sexuality and so just to
have other like-minded people
who are going through the
same struggle with you is really
important,” Griswold said.
Acceptance and inclusion
make the club a safe
environment.
”Whether you’re an LGBTQ+
identifying student looking for
a safe space or an ally looking
to learn more and support,”
Gade said. “You’re more than
welcome in Spectrum.”

flushing the bathroom bill

Over the summer, a bill was proposed that would require students to use the bathroom of their assigned gender at birth. The bill
was controversial and protest efforts against it were made by businesses and Texas citizens who believed the bill was offensive.
Support was drawn from different legislative members and citizens who expressed their opposition towards existing bathroom
regulations. The bill ultimately didn’t pass letting Texans chose to use the bathroom they prefer.
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“I think everyone, no matter
how you identify should be
able to use the restroom. I
feel that all restrooms should
be gender neutral because
it doesn’t matter: we are all
trying to do the same thing.”

-Asher Ethridge, 12

“[The bill] is more about
demoralizing and theorizing
the trans community
than actually being in the
bathroom.”

-Eliza Dean-Polacheck, 10

“If a person is comfortable
using the gender identity
that fits with them, then they
should be able to use that
bathroom and no one should
be stopping them.”

-Alyks Wang, 11

“People should be able to
use whatever bathroom they
want. Not much happens in
the bathroom. You’re just using
the toilet; why should we really
regulate it?”

-Alyssa Leff, 12
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